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COMSovereign.com

COMSovereign Holding Corp. has assembled a portfolio of
communications technology companies that enhance connectivity
across the entire data transmission spectrum. Through strategic
acquisitions and organic research and development efforts,
COMSovereign has become a U.S.-based communications provider
able to provide 4G LTE Advanced and 5G telecom solutions to network
operators and enterprises.

Value Proposition
The global telecom equipment market was $66.4 billion in 2019 and is
expected to grow at a 11.2% CAGR through 2025. The overall 5G
enterprise market is projected to reach USD $31.7B by 2026 on a CAGR
of 54.4%. Increased demand for wireless connectivity by consumers,
the adoption of new applications such as the internet of things (IoT),
autonomous technologies and smart cities and the need for next
generation ready network equipment for 5G, are major tailwinds pushing
the growth of the global telecom equipment market. While 4G LTE
networks can coexist with 5G, latent 3G networks are set to “sunset” by
the end of 2022 and require massive upgrades to 4G LTE before they
can transition to 5G. COMSovereign has assembled a portfolio of
industry-leading, disruptive, communications and power technologies
and other niche business units capable of addressing these needs with
rapid integration and expansion. COMSovereign’s core business units
create a unique pure-play US communications infrastructure company,
an increasingly important security factor as more and more devices
come online driven by the ongoing Internet of Things revolution. With
more than 700 telco customers around the world, including multiple
Fortune 500 companies, and over $1 billion of equipment in customer
networks in over 100 countries, COMSovereign has built a formidable
foundation and is on a clear path to profitability with positive EBITDA
expected in early 2022.

5G networks and phones are expected to revolutionize the transfer of data.
The core benefits of 5G are:
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Investment Highlights
•

U.S. ‘end-to-end’ 4G LTE & 5G+ network provider

•

Product lines offer a broad range of network hardware & software

•

Following more than 2 years of preparation, ramp-up is underway

•

Proven track record of engineering breakthrough technology

•

Highly experienced management team and Board of Directors

•

High value tech intellectual property / trade secret vaults

•

Tethered aerial systems in use by DoD, DHS and other agencies

•

New breakthrough line of telecom radios launching in 2022

•

More than 700 telco network customers around the globe

•

>$1B of equipment in customer networks in > 100 countries

•

World-class team with history of execution in telecom and technology

Business Units
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